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• Plays crucial role in EW hierarchy problem, SM flavor puzzle  

• One of most promising experimental windows to NP 

• LHC the only running experiment able to produce tops

Top quark sector
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• Challenging use of EFT (energy gap, degeneracy) 

• Limited scope/generality of simplified models 

• Dependence on high scale parameters/assumptions in UV 
complete models

Interpretation of NP searches at LHC

SM EFT
UV models

simplified  

models



• ‘top-philic’ dark matter 

• is tth really probing yt?

Two top examples



➡ ‘top-philic’ dark matter 

• is tth really probing yt?

Two top examples



• Direct DM detection (spin, momentum) suppressed 
• Naturally SM Yukawa-like couplings: 

• DM becomes effectively ‘top-philic’ 
➡ Reduced LHC mono-X sensitivity  

Simplified DM model with (pseudo)scalar mediator

arise from a light mediator inducing a Yukawa potential [48, 49, 53–55]. In addition,

for a light mediator DM self-interactions may be additionally enhanced at low velocities

by non-perturbative e↵ects corresponding to the (temporary) formation of DM bound

states [49, 55].

However, there are stringent constraints on new light states coupling to SM particles.

Of particular interest in this context are experimental searches for rare meson decays, be-

cause the presence of a new light pseudoscalar mediator A will in general lead to a large en-

hancement in the rates of flavour-changing processes such as K ! ⇡A or B ! KA [56, 57].

Flavour observables therefore provide a unique opportunity to constrain the interactions of

the dark sector with SM particles via a light mediator. While similar constraints have been

studied for light vector mediators [58, 59], many other cases remain relatively unexplored,

although there has been some interest in flavoured DM [60, 61].

The topic of this paper is to explore in detail various constraints on the SM couplings of

a new light pseudoscalar particle and infer the implications for the interactions between DM

and SM particles. We will show that flavour constraints completely rule out the possibility

to obtain an observable DM signal in direct detection experiments from scattering via the

exchange of light pseudoscalars. Similarly, indirect detection signals can only be sizeable if

the mediator mass is so large that it cannot be produced on-shell in the decay of B mesons.

In particular, it appears impossible to obtain both indirect detection signals and large DM

self-interactions from the same pseudoscalar mediator.

Our paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 contains the general set-up for our study

and discusses the various ways in which flavour-changing processes can induce rare meson

decays. In Sec. 3 we use various experimental results to constrain a light pseudoscalar

coupling to the SM. The resulting bounds are presented in Sec. 4. The focus of Sec. 5 is

the connection to the dark sector and the resulting cosmology. Sec. 6 considers implications

for possible DM signals, in particular concerning the interpretation of the DAMA annual

modulation and the Galactic Centre excess. Various details of our calculations are provided

in Appendices A–D.

2 General set-up and conventions

We are interested in the interactions of a light real pseudoscalar A with the DM particle �,

which we take to be a Dirac fermion, and with SM fermions. Neglecting CP -violating

couplings, we write the DM-pseudoscalar coupling as

L
DM

= i g�A �̄�5� , (2.1)

where we introduce a factor of i so that the coupling g� is real. For the interactions between

A and SM particles we write in general

L
SM

=
X

f=q,`,⌫

i gf A f̄�5f , (2.2)

where gf is the e↵ective coupling and f refers to all SM quarks q = {u, d, s, c, b, t}, all
charged SM leptons ` = {e, µ, ⌧} and all SM neutrinos ⌫.
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In the following we will consider di↵erent cases for the coupling structure with the

charged SM fermions; unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume that g⌫ ' 0.

• Yukawa-like couplings: Arguably the most natural case is the one where the couplings

to all charged SM fermions are proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings:

L(Y )

SM

= i gY
X

f=q,`

p
2mf

v
A f̄�5f , (2.3)

where mf is the fermion mass and v ' 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value

(vev) of the SM Higgs field. In this case gf =
p
2 gY mf/v. This coupling structure

is expected for pseudoscalars arising from an extended Higgs sector, because the

couplings of the pseudoscalar to SM fermions arise from mixing with the SM Higgs

boson and are therefore automatically proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings.

Such extended Higgs sectors often contain additional CP -even and charged Higgs

particles as well. Our results should apply in such theories as long as the e↵ects of

these particles decouple.

• Quark Yukawa-like couplings: As we shall see many experimental constraints assume

that the pseudoscalar can decay into charged leptons. These constraints can be

significantly relaxed – or even removed altogether – if the pseudoscalar is assumed to

couple only to quarks i.e. gf =
p
2 gY q mf/v for f = q and gf = 0 otherwise. Such

a coupling structure can be expected for axion-like particles with a shift symmetry,

which would have a coupling proportional to e0f@
µa f̄�µ�

5f , where e0f is the charge of

the fermion under the new global U(1) symmetry. This coupling structure leads to

Yukawa-like couplings after integrating by parts and using the equations of motion. If

e0f = 0 for leptons, such a particle would couple only to quarks (like the QCD-axion).

• Quark universal couplings: The assumption of Yukawa-like couplings for the pseu-

doscalar is consistent with the hypothesis of minimal flavour violation (MFV) [62].

Consequently, one would expect other (non-MFV) coupling structures to lead to sig-

nificantly stronger experimental bounds. Nevertheless, it is interesting from the phe-

nomenological point of view to consider the case that the pseudoscalar has universal

couplings to all quarks and no couplings to leptons:

L(q)
SM

= i gq
X

q

A q̄�5q . (2.4)

Interactions of this type have been proposed as an explanation for both the Fermi

Galactic Centre excess and the DAMA signal simultaneously [13].

• Quark third generation couplings: Finally, we will also comment on the case where

the pseudoscalar couples only to the third family of quarks, assuming equal couplings

(gQ) to b and t.

Experimental searches (to be discussed in the following section) typically look for rare

decays of the form K ! ⇡ +X or B ! K +X where X is a set of (potentially invisible)
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Figure 6. Present mono-jet exclusion regions at 95% CL for pseudo-scalar mediators. The latest
Fermi-LAT 95% CL bound on the total velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section h�v�i is
indicated by the solid blue curves. Apart from this the same colour coding and choice of parameters
as in Figure 5 is adopted.

(gSDM . 2). This feature is easy to understand by noticing that for our choice of parameters
one has MS < 2mt, which implies that �S ' �(S ! �̄�) / �

gSDM

�2. The width of the
scalar mediator thus grows quadratically with gSDM and for gSDM & 6 one ends up in the
unphysical situation where �S > MS (brown contour). For a broad (narrow) resonance it is
however known (see for instance [3, 9, 53] for the case of vector and axial-vector mediators)
that EFT cross sections tend to overestimate (underestimate) the exact results. This is a
general shortcoming of the EFT framework that can only be overcome by calculating /ET

signals in a simplified model such as (2.1).
For comparison we also show in the gSSM–gSDM plane the restriction on �S

SI provided by
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Figure 1. Examples of Feynman diagrams with an insertion of Ot
S that contribute to a /ET +j (top

left), /ET + t̄t (! 2jb̄b) (top right), /ET + t̄t (! jbl⌫) (bottom left) or a /ET + t̄t (! b̄l�⌫̄bl+⌫) (bottom
right) signal. The operator insertions are indicated by yellow blobs, while the regular SM vertices
are represented by black dots.

Integrating out the top quark generates an effective interaction between DM and gluons.
At the one-loop level, one obtains

OG =
↵s

12⇡⇤3
S

�̄� Ga
µ⌫G

a,µ⌫ , O eG =
↵s

8⇡⇤3
P

�̄�5� Ga
µ⌫

eGa,µ⌫ , (2.7)

by employing the Shifman-Vainshtein-Zakharov relations [21]. Here Ga
µ⌫ denotes the gluon

field strength tensor and eGa,µ⌫ = 1/2 ✏µ⌫�⇢Ga
�⇢ its dual. At the bottom-quark threshold

and the charm-quark threshold one has to integrate out the corresponding heavy quark by
again applying (2.7). Note that this matching procedure is crucial to obtain the correct
DM-nucleon scattering cross section associated with effective scalar DM-quark interactions.

Constraints from mono-jet searches on the scalar and pseudo-scalar DM-quark interac-
tions Oq

S,P involving the light quark flavours as well as the gluonic operators OG have been
discussed in detail in [9, 22], while analyses of the bounds on Ob

S,P arising from /ET + b̄b

final states have been carried out in [7, 8, 13, 16]. We instead focus on the effective in-
teractions Ot

S,P containing top quarks. In Figure 1 we show representative graphs with
an insertion of Ot

S corresponding to the different dedicated search strategies that have so
far been exploited to constrain DM top-quark interactions at the LHC. From top left to
bottom right these are mono-jet searches [6, 9, 11, 12], /ET + t̄t with fully hadronic top-
quark decays [16], /ET + t̄t where one top quark decays hadronically and the other one
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• Direct DM detection (spin, momentum) suppressed 
• Naturally SM Yukawa-like couplings: 

• DM becomes effectively ‘top-philic’ 
➡ Reduced LHC mono-X sensitivity   

• Suppressed missing ET signals for   

Simplified DM model with (pseudo)scalar mediator

arise from a light mediator inducing a Yukawa potential [48, 49, 53–55]. In addition,

for a light mediator DM self-interactions may be additionally enhanced at low velocities

by non-perturbative e↵ects corresponding to the (temporary) formation of DM bound

states [49, 55].

However, there are stringent constraints on new light states coupling to SM particles.

Of particular interest in this context are experimental searches for rare meson decays, be-

cause the presence of a new light pseudoscalar mediator A will in general lead to a large en-

hancement in the rates of flavour-changing processes such as K ! ⇡A or B ! KA [56, 57].

Flavour observables therefore provide a unique opportunity to constrain the interactions of

the dark sector with SM particles via a light mediator. While similar constraints have been

studied for light vector mediators [58, 59], many other cases remain relatively unexplored,

although there has been some interest in flavoured DM [60, 61].

The topic of this paper is to explore in detail various constraints on the SM couplings of

a new light pseudoscalar particle and infer the implications for the interactions between DM

and SM particles. We will show that flavour constraints completely rule out the possibility

to obtain an observable DM signal in direct detection experiments from scattering via the

exchange of light pseudoscalars. Similarly, indirect detection signals can only be sizeable if

the mediator mass is so large that it cannot be produced on-shell in the decay of B mesons.

In particular, it appears impossible to obtain both indirect detection signals and large DM

self-interactions from the same pseudoscalar mediator.

Our paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 contains the general set-up for our study

and discusses the various ways in which flavour-changing processes can induce rare meson

decays. In Sec. 3 we use various experimental results to constrain a light pseudoscalar

coupling to the SM. The resulting bounds are presented in Sec. 4. The focus of Sec. 5 is

the connection to the dark sector and the resulting cosmology. Sec. 6 considers implications

for possible DM signals, in particular concerning the interpretation of the DAMA annual

modulation and the Galactic Centre excess. Various details of our calculations are provided

in Appendices A–D.

2 General set-up and conventions

We are interested in the interactions of a light real pseudoscalar A with the DM particle �,

which we take to be a Dirac fermion, and with SM fermions. Neglecting CP -violating

couplings, we write the DM-pseudoscalar coupling as

L
DM

= i g�A �̄�5� , (2.1)

where we introduce a factor of i so that the coupling g� is real. For the interactions between

A and SM particles we write in general

L
SM

=
X

f=q,`,⌫

i gf A f̄�5f , (2.2)

where gf is the e↵ective coupling and f refers to all SM quarks q = {u, d, s, c, b, t}, all
charged SM leptons ` = {e, µ, ⌧} and all SM neutrinos ⌫.
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In the following we will consider di↵erent cases for the coupling structure with the

charged SM fermions; unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume that g⌫ ' 0.

• Yukawa-like couplings: Arguably the most natural case is the one where the couplings

to all charged SM fermions are proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings:

L(Y )

SM

= i gY
X

f=q,`

p
2mf

v
A f̄�5f , (2.3)

where mf is the fermion mass and v ' 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value

(vev) of the SM Higgs field. In this case gf =
p
2 gY mf/v. This coupling structure

is expected for pseudoscalars arising from an extended Higgs sector, because the

couplings of the pseudoscalar to SM fermions arise from mixing with the SM Higgs

boson and are therefore automatically proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings.

Such extended Higgs sectors often contain additional CP -even and charged Higgs

particles as well. Our results should apply in such theories as long as the e↵ects of

these particles decouple.

• Quark Yukawa-like couplings: As we shall see many experimental constraints assume

that the pseudoscalar can decay into charged leptons. These constraints can be

significantly relaxed – or even removed altogether – if the pseudoscalar is assumed to

couple only to quarks i.e. gf =
p
2 gY q mf/v for f = q and gf = 0 otherwise. Such

a coupling structure can be expected for axion-like particles with a shift symmetry,

which would have a coupling proportional to e0f@
µa f̄�µ�

5f , where e0f is the charge of

the fermion under the new global U(1) symmetry. This coupling structure leads to

Yukawa-like couplings after integrating by parts and using the equations of motion. If

e0f = 0 for leptons, such a particle would couple only to quarks (like the QCD-axion).

• Quark universal couplings: The assumption of Yukawa-like couplings for the pseu-

doscalar is consistent with the hypothesis of minimal flavour violation (MFV) [62].

Consequently, one would expect other (non-MFV) coupling structures to lead to sig-

nificantly stronger experimental bounds. Nevertheless, it is interesting from the phe-

nomenological point of view to consider the case that the pseudoscalar has universal

couplings to all quarks and no couplings to leptons:

L(q)
SM

= i gq
X

q

A q̄�5q . (2.4)

Interactions of this type have been proposed as an explanation for both the Fermi

Galactic Centre excess and the DAMA signal simultaneously [13].

• Quark third generation couplings: Finally, we will also comment on the case where

the pseudoscalar couples only to the third family of quarks, assuming equal couplings

(gQ) to b and t.

Experimental searches (to be discussed in the following section) typically look for rare

decays of the form K ! ⇡ +X or B ! K +X where X is a set of (potentially invisible)
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Figure 6. Present mono-jet exclusion regions at 95% CL for pseudo-scalar mediators. The latest
Fermi-LAT 95% CL bound on the total velocity-averaged DM annihilation cross section h�v�i is
indicated by the solid blue curves. Apart from this the same colour coding and choice of parameters
as in Figure 5 is adopted.

(gSDM . 2). This feature is easy to understand by noticing that for our choice of parameters
one has MS < 2mt, which implies that �S ' �(S ! �̄�) / �

gSDM

�2. The width of the
scalar mediator thus grows quadratically with gSDM and for gSDM & 6 one ends up in the
unphysical situation where �S > MS (brown contour). For a broad (narrow) resonance it is
however known (see for instance [3, 9, 53] for the case of vector and axial-vector mediators)
that EFT cross sections tend to overestimate (underestimate) the exact results. This is a
general shortcoming of the EFT framework that can only be overcome by calculating /ET

signals in a simplified model such as (2.1).
For comparison we also show in the gSSM–gSDM plane the restriction on �S

SI provided by
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LHC signatures based on resonant A production need to make 
several assumptions: 

Non-resonant (off-shell) effects can be complementary: 
• Well known (standard) in flavor physics 

• At LHC used to bound Higgs width from

Bounding simplified NP with less assumptions?

see e.g. Bauer et al. 1701.07427

/ g2f

/
X

i

g2i �i(mA,mi)

�(i ! A ! f) ⇠ L(i)�(A ! i)�(A ! f)

�A

/ g2i

�(pp ! 4`)
 e.g. CMS-HIG-14-032  based on Kauer & Passarino, 1206.4803, 

Campbell & Ellis, 1311.3589, 
Caola & Melnikov, 1307.4935



In SM, LHC 4t production rare           QCD process:  

• Off-shell              Higgs,             Z contributions ~10% each! 

➡ Potential sensitivity to NP with O(1) couplings to tops 
• for masses below 2mt effects off-shell 
➡ only depend on mass and coupling to tops 
• for masses above 2mt resonant production 
➡ reintroduce decay width dependence

Non-resonant NP in LHC 4t production

and then combine them statistically to present discovery/evidence luminosities as well as
exclusion limits for the SM four-top signal strength. To be as general as possible, we also
consider the impact on signal sensitivity when using different estimations of the reducible
backgrounds (fake leptons and charge-flip). In Section 4 we use our SM four-top strategy to
give bounds on two top-philic non-resonant NP models that contribute to pp ! tt̄tt̄ at the
LHC. We give a final discussion and present our main conclusions in Section 5. A detailed
analysis of all irreducible and reducible backgrounds can be found in the Appendices.

2 Signal features

In the SM, the production of tt̄tt̄ is predominantly a QCD process of order O(↵4
S) that

requires a partonic center-of-mass energy of at least 4mt ⇠ 692 GeV, resulting in a very small
cross-section at the LHC. Besides QCD, there is also a sub-leading Higgs boson exchange
contribution of order O(↵2

Sy
4
t ) and an EW contribution of order O(↵2

S↵
2), both accounting

for ⇠10% of the total cross-section. The QCD driven four-top process is given at leading
order (LO) by 72 and 12 topologically inequivalent diagrams from initial gg and qq̄ scattering,
respectively. At the LHC, the gluon-initiated process accounts for approximately 95 % of the
total QCD cross-section. Using MadGraph5 [43] we calculated at

p
s = 13 TeV the four-top

production cross-section and found �LO(tt̄tt̄) = 9.7 fb at LO and �NLO(tt̄tt̄) = 12.32 fb at
next-to-leading order (NLO). For a complete analysis of pp ! tt̄tt̄ at NLO in QCD, the
reader is referred to Ref. [29]. In Fig. 2 we show three representative Feynman diagrams
contributing to the gg ! tt̄tt̄ process.

Since tt̄tt̄ decays into a large number of final states (of order O(10) particles) predom-
inantly along the central direction, it is important to give a rough estimate of the amount
of accidental object overlaps expected in the detector. For this we considered the minimum

Figure 2: Gluon initiated representative LO diagrams contributing to pp ! tt̄tt̄ in the SM. The first
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Challenging signatures (many jets, affecting lepton isolation) 
• clean s.s. dilepton & trilepton channels cover ~20% of total

Non-resonant LHC 4t search strategy
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Figure 1: Branching ratios for the possible tt̄tt̄ decay channels. The total square has unit area and
each side represents either the leptonic, semi-leptonic or hadronic branching ratio of tt̄ (undecayed
⌧ -lepton is included). For the sake of clarity we have rendered all areas corresponding to a particular
final state with the same color (even disconnected in the graphic), whereas the quoted percentage
corresponds to the sum of all areas associated to a particular final state.

searches [21,23–26,28,30–35] and also some preliminary experimental reports [36–42] in this
direction. We present a detailed classification of all relevant backgrounds for the four-top
SS dilepton and trilepton channels. Special emphasis is given to the reducible backgrounds
comprised of fake leptons and charge-flip. These backgrounds, which are always difficult to
model in a phenomenological analysis, must be correctly estimated since they turn out to be
important for giving reliable predictions.

A measurement or an upper bound on the SM four-top process using our proposed search
strategy can be directly used to constrain interesting non-resonant NP scenarios coupling
dominantly to top-quarks. These top-philic NP scenarios with SM-like kinematics would
easily avoid bounds from top-pair production and other searches and would most naturally
manifest themselves as deviations in the total four-top production. To illustrate this, we
present current and projected constrains on two top-philic simplified models (a neutral vector
and a scalar mediator) entering four-top production, and show that our search strategy can
cover important regions of parameter space.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we describe the expected
features of the SM four-top process at the LHC relevant for the multi-lepton channels. In
Section 3 we design dedicated searches for the SS dilepton and trilepton channels separately

3

Alvarez, Faroughy, J.F.K., Morales & Szynkman, 1611.05032



Separate strategies for s.s. dilepton & trilepton channels 
• dominant backgrounds due to charge flip & jet-lepton mis-id 
➡ cut-based, data-driven strategy 

➡ observation of SM rate possible in LHC Run II

Non-resonant LHC 4t search strategy
Alvarez, Faroughy, J.F.K., Morales & Szynkman, 1611.05032
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Figure 8: (Left panel) Iso-contours of 3� evidence luminosities (fb�1) (shaded contours) and 5�
discovery luminosities (fb�1) (dashed lines) in the (✏

fake

, ✏
Qflip

)-plane of lepton-faking and Q-flip
probabilities. The white cross corresponds to the estimated values (7.2 ⇥ 10�5, 2.2 ⇥ 10�4) from
Appendix C, while the black cross corresponds to the conservative benchmark values (10�4, 10�3).
(Right panel) Projected ATLAS 95% CL exclusion limits for the SM four-top signal strength as a
function of the integrated luminosity for the SS dilepton channel (blue dotted line), the trilepton
channel (blue dashed line) and the combination (blue solid line). We also include the results obtained
from reducible backgrounds estimated using the conservative benchmark (gray lines).

3.3 Results

We are now in position to give results for the SM four-top search in the combined SS dilepton
and trilepton channels. We implemented a statistical analysis based on a log-likelihood test
[54] using the most sensitive signal regions for each channel, i.e. SR7j for the SS dilepton
channel and SR5j for the trilepton channel. Our analysis is based on the following main
assumptions: (i) For the total number of observed events we use the sum of the expected
signal and total background events. (ii) We only consider uncertainties for the dominant
backgrounds, i.e. ⇠ 12% and ⇠ 13% of theoretical uncertainties (on the NLO cross-sections)
for tt̄Z and tt̄W respectively [43] and a ⇠ 50% uncertainty fixed at L

int

= 13.2 fb�1 for the
Fakes and Q-flip backgrounds extracted from Ref. [55]. For each uncertainty we assign an
independent nuisance parameter following a gaussian prior. (iii) In order to project our results
to arbitrary luminosities, the number of signal and background events are scaled with L

int

,
while the statistical uncertainties for the Fakes and Q-flip backgrounds are scaled with

pL
int

.
(iv) Estimated backgrounds for the Fake leptons and Q-flip are based on the mis-identification
probabilities ✏

fake

=7.2⇥ 10�5 and ✏
Qflip

=2.2⇥ 10�4 estimated in Appendix C.
We now present evidence and discovery luminosities for the SM four-top signal based on
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• Existing (SUSY optimized) search combining both channels 
by CMS using early 13TeV data 
➡ already non-trivial bounds on (light) top-philic NP 

• More general compared to resonant constraints (γγ).

Bound on top-philic NP from LHC 4t measurement
Alvarez, Faroughy, J.F.K., Morales & Szynkman, 1611.05032

Figure 9: Predictions for the deviation �NP+SM/�SM in the pp ! tt̄tt̄ cross-section at
p
s = 13

TeV within the simplified NP Z 0 (left-hand side) and � (right-hand side) models as a function of the
couplings gtZ0 and yt�, for different Z 0 and � masses, respectively.
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Figure 10: NP exclusion regions for LHC luminosities of 30fb�1 (Purple), 100 fb�1 (Blue), 300 fb�1

(Dark Cyan) and 900 fb�1 (Green) respectively, for the Z 0 model (Left) and the � scalar model
(Right). The existing bound extracted from the recent CMS search [49] is shown in gray shade and
bounded by a dashed contour.
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• ‘top-philic’ dark matter 

➡ is tth really probing yt?

Two top examples



⇒ Higgs has hierarchical couplings to fermions 

How well have we tested this? 
• proportionality 
• factor of proportionality 

• diagonality  

 Many recent proposals… 

Mass generation in SM through Higgs mechanism
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FIG. 5. Summary of current constraints on the Higgs cou-
plings to fermions including the new bounds on the charm
Yukawa.

In Fig. 5 we show the 95% CL regions for the Higgs
couplings to fermions as a function of their masses based
on the global analysis and we have added the bounds
obtained above regarding the charm Yukawa coupling.

An improvement of the bound on the charm sig-
nal strength can be achieved by adopting the charm-
tagging [34]. We estimate the sensitivity from current
data as follows. We rescale the expected number of sig-
nal and background events of the 8 TeV ATLAS analysis
(Table 8 of Ref. [4]) according to the e�ciencies of the
charm-tagging [33],

✏b = 13% , ✏c = 19% , ✏l = 0.5% , (24)

where ✏l is e�ciency to tag light jets. Here, we assume
that medium b-tagging in Table I (✏l = 1.25%) is used in
the analysis and that the decomposition of W (Z)+heavy-
flavor quarks background is 35(20)% W (Z) + cc̄ and
65(80)% W (Z) + bb̄. We combine the rescaled ATLAS
analysis with the CMS results (c)-(f) in Table II and ob-
tain an uncertainty of

�µc ' 50 (107) , (25)

at 68.3 (95)% CL. We see that even with the same lumi-
nosity the error is significantly reduced with respect to
the one in Eq. (8).

Future LHC prospects: Finally, we estimate the fu-
ture sensitivity at the LHC. We utilize results of Tables 6-
9 in Ref. [72] where ATLAS performed a dedicated Monte
Carlo study of V h(bb̄) in the 1- and 2-lepton final states
for LHC run II with 300 fb�1 and LHC high-luminosity
upgrade (HL-LHC) with 3000 fb�1 at 14 TeV. From the
given working point of medium b-tagging, we rescale the
signal and background of 1-lepton final state to those in
charm-tagging. We leave the 2-lepton analysis as origi-
nal because, as discussed, we need at least two working
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FIG. 6. Expected reach for the signal-strength measurement
of h ! bb̄ and h ! cc̄ at LHC run II and HL-LHC: The black-
thick (purple-thin) curves correspond to the reach with 3000
(300) fb�1. The solid (dashed) ones correspond to 68.3 (95)
% CL. The SM expectation is µb,c = 1 .

points to extract µb and µc independently. We then also
assume that the same analysis can be performed by CMS.

The future sensitivity reach for µc is shown as ellipses
in the µc–µb plane in Fig. 6. Here, we take into account
only the statistical error. The expected uncertainty with
profiled µb reads

�µc =

(
23 (45) with 2 ⇥ 300 fb�1

6.5 (13) with 2 ⇥ 3000 fb�1

(26)

at 68.3 (95)% CL. Compared to the result of LHC run I,
the uncertainty is improved by roughly an order of magni-
tude with 3000 fb�1 thanks to charm-tagging. In the fu-
ture, one may hope that the charm-tagging performance
will be further optimized. As an example for such a
case, we have considered the following improved charm-
tagging point ✏b = 20 %, ✏c = 40 % and ✏l = 1.25 %. As
a consequence the bounds will be further strengthened,
�µc ' 20 (6.5) at 95 % CL with integrated luminosity of
2 ⇥ 300 (2 ⇥ 3000) fb�1.
Conclusions: We have performed four di↵erent anal-

yses to constrain the charm Yukawa and obtained the
following bounds

yc

ySM

c

. 234, 120 (140), 220, 6.2, (27)

that correspond to: a recast of the h ! bb̄ searches, the
direct bound on the Higgs total width at CMS (ATLAS),
the exclusive decay of h ! J/ �, and the global analysis,
respectively. Together with the tt̄h analyses of ATLAS
and CMS we conclude that the Higgs coupling to the top
and charm quarks is not universal. We further point out
two new production mechanisms, related to V h and VBF
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obtained above regarding the charm Yukawa coupling.
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data as follows. We rescale the expected number of sig-
nal and background events of the 8 TeV ATLAS analysis
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the analysis and that the decomposition of W (Z)+heavy-
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points to extract µb and µc independently. We then also
assume that the same analysis can be performed by CMS.

The future sensitivity reach for µc is shown as ellipses
in the µc–µb plane in Fig. 6. Here, we take into account
only the statistical error. The expected uncertainty with
profiled µb reads
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at 68.3 (95)% CL. Compared to the result of LHC run I,
the uncertainty is improved by roughly an order of magni-
tude with 3000 fb�1 thanks to charm-tagging. In the fu-
ture, one may hope that the charm-tagging performance
will be further optimized. As an example for such a
case, we have considered the following improved charm-
tagging point ✏b = 20 %, ✏c = 40 % and ✏l = 1.25 %. As
a consequence the bounds will be further strengthened,
�µc ' 20 (6.5) at 95 % CL with integrated luminosity of
2 ⇥ 300 (2 ⇥ 3000) fb�1.
Conclusions: We have performed four di↵erent anal-

yses to constrain the charm Yukawa and obtained the
following bounds

yc

ySM

c

. 234, 120 (140), 220, 6.2, (27)

that correspond to: a recast of the h ! bb̄ searches, the
direct bound on the Higgs total width at CMS (ATLAS),
the exclusive decay of h ! J/ �, and the global analysis,
respectively. Together with the tt̄h analyses of ATLAS
and CMS we conclude that the Higgs coupling to the top
and charm quarks is not universal. We further point out
two new production mechanisms, related to V h and VBF
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LHC bounds on top Yukawa
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Non-standard value of yt effectively due to higher-dim 
operator 

Several operators can contribute to relevant observables

Anomalous top Yukawa in EFT
deviations due to each effective operator. The established deviations can then be consis-
tently evolved up to high scales, and matched to possible new physics scenarios. In the
absence of convincing evidence for new resonance states1, the SMEFT provides the most
model-independent approach to a global interpretation of measurements.

The Lagrangian of SMEFT can be written as

L
EFT

= L
SM

+
X

i

Ci

⇤2

Oi +O(⇤�4) + h.c., (2.1)

where ⇤ is the scale of new physics. In the tt̄H production there are two kinds of relevant
operators: those with four fermion fields and those with two or no fermion fields. The main
focus of this work is on the second kind, including the following three operators:

Ot� = y3t

⇣
�†�

⌘ �
Q̄t

�
�̃ , (2.2)

O�G = y2t

⇣
�†�

⌘
GA

µ⌫G
Aµ⌫ , (2.3)

OtG = ytgs(Q̄�µ⌫TAt)�̃GA
µ⌫ . (2.4)

Our convention is such that for each operator we will add its Hermitian conjugate, even if it
is already Hermitian. We assume Ct� and CtG are real, so that the Lagrangian respects the
CP symmetry. C�G is always real because the operator is Hermitian. We do not include
the CP-odd O� ˜G operator. In this work we focus on these three operators2. The first one
rescales the top Yukawa coupling in the SM, and also gives rise to a new ttHH coupling
which contributes to Higgs pair production. The third one represents the chromo-dipole
moment of the top quark. It modifies the gtt vertex in the SM and produces new four-point
vertices, ggtt and gttH, as well as a five-point ggttH vertex. The second one is a loop-
induced interaction between the gluon and Higgs fields. Even though it does not involve
a top-quark field explicitly, it needs to be included for consistency, in particular at NLO,
because the OtG mixes into this operator, and this operator in addition mixes into Ot�,
through RG running. All three operators contribute to the tt̄H process at the tree level.
In addition, they can also be probed by H, Hj, and HH production processes, where O�G

contributes at the tree level while the other two contribute at the loop level. In particular,
the degeneracy in gg ! H between the tree/loop-level contributions from O�G and Ot�

has been discussed in the context of Hj [82–84] and HH production [85]. We note here
that the Higgs pair production involves additional operators that modify the Higgs self
coupling. We do not include those here as the QCD part factorises and their effect has
been extensively discussed in the literature [86–89]. Rather, we focus on the top-quark
operators, in particular OtG, which has not been considered in previous SMEFT analyses.

We normalise these operators so that their tree level contributions to the pp ! tt̄H

cross section are of the same order [O(↵2

s↵)]3. Then we can define the “NLO QCD” cor-
rections, i.e. higher-order contributions at O(↵3

s↵). In addition, with this parametrisation,
1A generic EFT might be useful also in the presence of new resonances, see for example [81].
2 The operator O'⇤ =

�
'†'

�
⇤
�
'†'

�
also contributes by universally rescaling the Higgs couplings. We

omit it here because the NLO corrections for this operator would be the same as in the SM.
3This is not the case for single Higgs production for which O�G enters at O(↵), while Ot� and OtG enter

at O(↵2
s↵).
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Non-standard value of yt effectively due to higher-dim 
operator 

Several operators can contribute to relevant observables 

4fermion operators also enter tt and tth production in fixed 
combinations 

Anomalous top Yukawa in EFT
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Figure 12: The Feynman diagrams for uū → tt̄ process. (a) is the SM amplitude, (b) is the correction on
gtt coupling induced by OtG, and (c) is the four-fermion interactions. The dd̄ → tt̄ process has the same
diagrams.

Using the Fierz transformation and the following SU(2) and SU(3) identities

τIabτ
I
cd = −δabδcd + 2δadδbc

tAijt
A
kl = −

1

6
δijδkl +

1

2
δilδjk (50)

we find that only the following four-quark operators contribute to the uū, dd̄ → tt̄ reaction:

O(8,1)
qq = 1

4 (q̄
iγµλAqj)(q̄γµλAq) O(8,3)

qq = 1
4 (q̄

iγµτIλAqj)(q̄γµτIλAq)

O(8)
ut = 1

4 (ū
iγµλAuj)(t̄γµλAt) O(8)

dt = 1
4 (d̄

iγµλAdj)(t̄γµλAt)

O(1)
qu = (q̄ui)(ūjq) O(1)

qd = (q̄di)(d̄jq)

O(1)
qt = (q̄it)(t̄qj)

(51)

We don’t include the operators that have the form (q̄λAui)(ūjλAq). This operator can be turned into a

linear combination of O(1)
qu , which is already considered, and another operator (q̄cui

b)(ū
j
aqd)δabδcd (a, b, c, d

denote color indices), which does not contribute because the t and t̄ form a color singlet. In addition, we
also need to consider the operator OtG, whose effect is to change the gtt coupling. The diagrams are shown
in Figure 12. The result is
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(assume CP, ~U(2)F)

see e.g. Zhang & Willenbrock, 1008.3869

known at NLO in QCD
Maltoni et al., 1607.05330



4fermion & CMDM effects in inclusive and boosted tt 

Disentangling NP effects in tt & tth
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Competitive effects in tth due to yt and CMDM 
• 4fermion operator effects already largely negligible 
• current measurements allow for sizable degeneracy  

Disentangling NP effects in tt & tth
with D. Faroughy, A. Greljo, G. Isidori & D. Marzocca 
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Competitive effects in tth due to yt and CMDM 
Resolve degeneracy using boosted regime 

tB - top-tagged R=1.5 jet 
hB - Higgs-tagged R=1.2 jet 
tR,hR - resolved decays 

Disentangling NP effects in tt & tth
with D. Faroughy, A. Greljo, G. Isidori & D. Marzocca 
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Competitive effects in tth due to yt and CMDM 
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Examples extending NP reach in the top sector in light of 
large (HL-)LHC projected statistics 

Conclusions

Figure 9: Predictions for the deviation �NP+SM/�SM in the pp ! tt̄tt̄ cross-section at
p
s = 13

TeV within the simplified NP Z 0 (left-hand side) and � (right-hand side) models as a function of the
couplings gtZ0 and yt�, for different Z 0 and � masses, respectively.
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Figure 10: NP exclusion regions for LHC luminosities of 30fb�1 (Purple), 100 fb�1 (Blue), 300 fb�1

(Dark Cyan) and 900 fb�1 (Green) respectively, for the Z 0 model (Left) and the � scalar model
(Right). The existing bound extracted from the recent CMS search [49] is shown in gray shade and
bounded by a dashed contour.
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• Direct DM detection (spin, momentum) suppressed 
• Naturally SM Yukawa-like couplings: 

• Reduced LHC mono-X sensitivity (better than bbET, ttET) 

Simplified DM model with (pseudo)scalar mediator

arise from a light mediator inducing a Yukawa potential [48, 49, 53–55]. In addition,

for a light mediator DM self-interactions may be additionally enhanced at low velocities

by non-perturbative e↵ects corresponding to the (temporary) formation of DM bound

states [49, 55].

However, there are stringent constraints on new light states coupling to SM particles.

Of particular interest in this context are experimental searches for rare meson decays, be-

cause the presence of a new light pseudoscalar mediator A will in general lead to a large en-

hancement in the rates of flavour-changing processes such as K ! ⇡A or B ! KA [56, 57].

Flavour observables therefore provide a unique opportunity to constrain the interactions of

the dark sector with SM particles via a light mediator. While similar constraints have been

studied for light vector mediators [58, 59], many other cases remain relatively unexplored,

although there has been some interest in flavoured DM [60, 61].

The topic of this paper is to explore in detail various constraints on the SM couplings of

a new light pseudoscalar particle and infer the implications for the interactions between DM

and SM particles. We will show that flavour constraints completely rule out the possibility

to obtain an observable DM signal in direct detection experiments from scattering via the

exchange of light pseudoscalars. Similarly, indirect detection signals can only be sizeable if

the mediator mass is so large that it cannot be produced on-shell in the decay of B mesons.

In particular, it appears impossible to obtain both indirect detection signals and large DM

self-interactions from the same pseudoscalar mediator.

Our paper is structured as follows. Sec. 2 contains the general set-up for our study

and discusses the various ways in which flavour-changing processes can induce rare meson

decays. In Sec. 3 we use various experimental results to constrain a light pseudoscalar

coupling to the SM. The resulting bounds are presented in Sec. 4. The focus of Sec. 5 is

the connection to the dark sector and the resulting cosmology. Sec. 6 considers implications

for possible DM signals, in particular concerning the interpretation of the DAMA annual

modulation and the Galactic Centre excess. Various details of our calculations are provided

in Appendices A–D.

2 General set-up and conventions

We are interested in the interactions of a light real pseudoscalar A with the DM particle �,

which we take to be a Dirac fermion, and with SM fermions. Neglecting CP -violating

couplings, we write the DM-pseudoscalar coupling as

L
DM

= i g�A �̄�5� , (2.1)

where we introduce a factor of i so that the coupling g� is real. For the interactions between

A and SM particles we write in general

L
SM

=
X

f=q,`,⌫

i gf A f̄�5f , (2.2)

where gf is the e↵ective coupling and f refers to all SM quarks q = {u, d, s, c, b, t}, all
charged SM leptons ` = {e, µ, ⌧} and all SM neutrinos ⌫.
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In the following we will consider di↵erent cases for the coupling structure with the

charged SM fermions; unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume that g⌫ ' 0.

• Yukawa-like couplings: Arguably the most natural case is the one where the couplings

to all charged SM fermions are proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings:

L(Y )

SM

= i gY
X

f=q,`

p
2mf

v
A f̄�5f , (2.3)

where mf is the fermion mass and v ' 246 GeV is the vacuum expectation value

(vev) of the SM Higgs field. In this case gf =
p
2 gY mf/v. This coupling structure

is expected for pseudoscalars arising from an extended Higgs sector, because the

couplings of the pseudoscalar to SM fermions arise from mixing with the SM Higgs

boson and are therefore automatically proportional to the SM Yukawa couplings.

Such extended Higgs sectors often contain additional CP -even and charged Higgs

particles as well. Our results should apply in such theories as long as the e↵ects of

these particles decouple.

• Quark Yukawa-like couplings: As we shall see many experimental constraints assume

that the pseudoscalar can decay into charged leptons. These constraints can be

significantly relaxed – or even removed altogether – if the pseudoscalar is assumed to

couple only to quarks i.e. gf =
p
2 gY q mf/v for f = q and gf = 0 otherwise. Such

a coupling structure can be expected for axion-like particles with a shift symmetry,

which would have a coupling proportional to e0f@
µa f̄�µ�

5f , where e0f is the charge of

the fermion under the new global U(1) symmetry. This coupling structure leads to

Yukawa-like couplings after integrating by parts and using the equations of motion. If

e0f = 0 for leptons, such a particle would couple only to quarks (like the QCD-axion).

• Quark universal couplings: The assumption of Yukawa-like couplings for the pseu-

doscalar is consistent with the hypothesis of minimal flavour violation (MFV) [62].

Consequently, one would expect other (non-MFV) coupling structures to lead to sig-

nificantly stronger experimental bounds. Nevertheless, it is interesting from the phe-

nomenological point of view to consider the case that the pseudoscalar has universal

couplings to all quarks and no couplings to leptons:

L(q)
SM

= i gq
X

q

A q̄�5q . (2.4)

Interactions of this type have been proposed as an explanation for both the Fermi

Galactic Centre excess and the DAMA signal simultaneously [13].

• Quark third generation couplings: Finally, we will also comment on the case where

the pseudoscalar couples only to the third family of quarks, assuming equal couplings

(gQ) to b and t.

Experimental searches (to be discussed in the following section) typically look for rare

decays of the form K ! ⇡ +X or B ! K +X where X is a set of (potentially invisible)
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                         dominate, can be probed in different regimes 

Complementary flavor & high-pT probes
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Figure 3. Excluded parameter regions for a pseudoscalar A with Yukawa-like couplings to all
fermions (left) and Yukawa-like couplings only to quarks (right); the coupling gY was defined in
Eq. (2.3).

In particular, there are strong constraints from BaBar on new states A produced in the

radiative decay ⌥ ! A�, which apply for a wide range of di↵erent final states. For Yukawa-

like couplings the strongest bound comes from A ! µ+µ� for mA < 2m⌧ [95] and from

A ! ⌧+⌧� above the kinematic threshold [96]. For universal quark couplings, strong

bounds can still be obtained from hadronic decays of A by searching for a bump in the

momentum spectrum of the photon [97].

4 Excluded parameter regions

The parameter regions excluded by the various experimental results discussed above are

presented in Fig. 3 for the case of Yukawa-like couplings and Yukawa-like quark couplings,

and in Fig. 4 for the case of universal quark couplings and third generation quark couplings.

Let us briefly discuss the di↵erent cases in more detail.

4.1 Yukawa-like couplings

A straight-forward bound on gY can be obtained from Kµ2, which gives BR(K+ ! ⇡+A) <

10�6 for mA . 100 MeV independent of the decay modes of A. Substituting the value for

hSds from Eq. (2.11) into Eq. (A.2), we obtain the prediction BR(KL ! ⇡0A) ⇠ 0.06 g2Y in

this mass region. Consequently, the bound fromKµ2 implies gY . 0.005 formA ⇠ 100MeV.

As many other searches, this bound is significantly weakened for mA ⇠ m⇡.6

Most of the experimental constraints that we consider depend on the pseudoscalar

branching ratios and its decay length. For example, the bound BR(B ! K+inv) . 5 ·10�5

6Indeed, there appears to be an allowed region for mA ⇡ m⇡ and gY ⇠ 0.3. However, for mA so close

to the pion mass, the pseudoscalar mediator would significantly enhance the pion decay rate, disfavouring

such a set-up.
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Figure 4: 95% CL limits on the universal coupling
strengths |P | (upper panel) and |S | (lower panel). The
red, blue and black curves are obtained from our recast of the
measurement of ⌥(n) production at LHCb, while the green
curves stem from a resonance search in the dimuon channel
performed by CMS. The shaded regions correspond to dis-
favoured parameter space. See text for additional explana-
tions.

strongest constraints on |P,S | for mP,S 2 [5.5, 8.6]GeV
and mP,S 2 [11.5, 14]GeV (green curves). The recent
LHCb precision measurement of ⌥(n) production thus
enables one to close a gap in parameter space.

VI. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK

The generic bounds on new light spin-0 states pre-
sented in the previous section can be easily interpreted

Figure 5: 95% CL bound on tan� in the THDMII sce-
nario. The blue curve follows from ⌥(n) production by LHCb,
the green curve arises from a CMS dimuon resonance search,
whereas the yellow and orange curve derives from the BaBar
90% CL limit on radiative ⌥(1) decays in the dimuon and
ditau channel, respectively. The bound on tan� arising from
perturbativity is also shown (black dashed line). All shaded
regions correspond to excluded parameter space. For further
details see main text.

within ultraviolet complete new-physics models such as
THDM scenarios or the next-to-minimal supersymmet-
ric SM. As an example, we show in Fig. 5 the limits on
tan� in the decoupling limit of the THDMII for pseu-
doscalar masses mA close to 10GeV following from our
recast (blue curve), the CMS dimuon search [14] (green
curve) and the BaBar limit on radiative ⌥(1) ! �A

decays with A ! µ

+
µ

� [9] (yellow curve) or A !
⌧

+
⌧

� [10] (orange curve). For comparison, we also indi-
cate (black dashed line) the parameter space consistent
with perturbativity of the scalar potential (cf. [35] for a
recent discussion). The shown LHCb bound has been ob-
tained by incorporating the full mixing e↵ects described
in Sec. V and taking the interference pattern in the
A ! gg decay to be constructive for mA < m⌘b(n) [45].
From the figure, one observes that the existing analy-
ses of dimuon and ditau final states provide stringent
constraints on the THDMII in almost the entire low-mA

mass range, with our recast of the recent LHCb ⌥(n)
production measurement furnishing the dominant restric-
tion for mA 2 [8.6, 11]GeV. Only the masses mA 2
[11, 11.5]GeV remain unexplored, since mixing e↵ects
turn out to be particularly important in this region. We
finally recall that the LHCb data used in our fit corre-
spond to only 3% of all recorded dimuon events. Conse-
quently, a dedicated LHCb analysis of the full run I data
set is expected to improve the limits derived here con-
siderably, possibly allowing to surpass the existing CMS
constraints for mA > 11.5GeV.
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Figure 13. Resonance search constraints from the LHC results at a collision centre-of-mass energy
of 8 TeV on the simplified top-philic dark matter model presented in terms of the mediator mass
mY and the gt coupling. The di↵erent coloured areas are excluded by the diphoton [55] (orange),
tt̄ [56] (magenta) and tt̄tt̄ [57] (blue) searches. We include information on the mediator width to
mass ratios (green curves). We assume a negligible branching ratio to the invisible sector.

a rather hard /

ET distribution [37], especially for mono-Z production. The result implies

that an increase in the /

ET threshold requirement in future analyses could lead to a sig-

nificant improvement of the sensitivity, especially given the the fact that Standard Model

backgrounds rapidly fall o↵ with the increase in missing energy.

4.2 Constraints from searches without missing transverse energy

Dijet and diphoton resonances

Dijet and diphoton resonance search results could (in principle) be used to constrain

the simplified top-philic dark matter model. Due to double-loop suppressions, mediator-

induced contributions to dijet and diphoton production are only relevant in the parameter

space regions where mY < 2mX , 2mt (i.e. where the mediator cannot decay into top quarks

and/or dark matter particles). The partial mediator decay rate into gluons is then always

dominant (as mentioned in section 2) since

�(Y0 ! ��)

�(Y0 ! gg)
⇠ 8

9

↵

2
e

↵

2
s
⇡ 10�3

. (4.2)

All LHC dijet resonance searches focus on the dijet high invariant-mass region, leading

to no useful constraints on the top-philic dark matter model. The lowest mediator mass

that is probed is ⇠ 500 GeV, with a visible cross section restricted to be smaller than

10 pb [72].

Although the branching ratio of the mediator into a photon pair is very small, the

background associated with a diphoton signal is low so that one expects to be able to obtain
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